How the central torsion angle affects the rates of nonradiative decay in some geometrically restricted p-quaterphenyls.
A small series of p-quaterphenyl derivatives has been prepared in which the dihedral angle (phi) for the two central rings is constrained by dialkoxy spacers of varying length. The photophysical properties of these compounds remain comparable, but there is a clear correlation between the rate constants for nonradiative decay of both singlet and triplet excited states and phi in fluid solution. The rates tend toward a minimum as phi approaches 90 degrees . These effects are attributed to the general phenomenon of extended delocalization and can be traced to a combination of changes in the Huang-Rhys factor and the electron-vibrational coupling matrix element, both relating to displacement of the relevant potential energy surfaces and to the medium-frequency vibronic mode coupled to decay. The latter effect arises because of different levels of conjugation in the ground-state molecule. Such findings might have important implications for the design of improved light-emitting diodes. A similar angle dependence is noted for the yield of the pi-radical cation formed on photoionization in a polar solvent, but here, the effect is due to variations in the respective energy gaps between the relevant excited states.